
…played on the Ultimate Electronic Table Game Platform

Classic Blackjack! 
To get into the game, a player first “Buys In” through the live game host using the game’s bill validation system. The player’s money is 
converted into on-screen credits and virtual chips. Players can now place a bet by simply touching any virtual chip which will move their 
chips to the betting circle. Bets can be added to or removed until the player’s bet is correct. When all bets have been made, the host locks 
in all bets and deals the first two virtual cards to each player. All cards are automatically totaled for the player. When it’s the player’s turn 
to play, the system can give the player a suggested play strategy. The player communicates with the host using hand signals to tell the 
host whether they want to hit or stand. The host will then deal another card or stand the player and move to the next position. After all 
players have made their decisions, the host will play out their cards, and outcomes will appear on each player screen. The player’s bank 
is automatically updated to reflect all wins and losses.

♣ A Live Host… makes the DTS table a true Casino table game with all the classic appeal and social interaction only a real person can 
add, controlling game play, handling cashing-in and ticket-out transactions. 

♣ Ticket-In/Ticket-Out… allows the dealer/host to help players turn their cash into credits through the table’s bill validation system. 
Player credits are always in view and available for play in their on-screen player bank. When a player wants to cash out, the dealer can 
simply cash out a portion or all of a player’s bank by printing a cash-out ticket for redemption at the casino cage.

♣ Virtual Cards and Chips… look and play like the real thing. On-screen virtual chips represent each player’s current bank credits 
and the current amount of any bet or combination of bets placed. 

♣ 12” Touch Screen Displays… provide the players with a great view of all the game action as well as their complete bank and betting 
information. When it’s time to place a bet, a simple touch of the on-screen virtual chips allows the player to quickly make their desired 
wager. Friendly status graphics help keep the player updated to the game play and the hand outcomes. 

♣ A New Level of Productivity, Security and Accountability… never before seen in table games is now available to the casino 
operator. DTS is fully network capable and compatible with SAS enabled financial tracking systems. 
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For more information contact:

How to play...Digital 21, Live Virtual Blackjack 



It’s classic Blackjack! Digital 21®–Live Virtual Blackjack, played on the next 
generation of DigiDeal’s hosted, multi-player digital table system. Featuring a live 
game host, bringing all the classic appeal and social interaction only a real person can, 
plus state-of-the-art ticket-in/ticket-out technology and full network connectivity.
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